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Abstract. Oculopharyngeal muscular dystrophy (OPMD) is mainly characterized by ptosis and dysphagia. The genetic cause
is a short expansion of a (GCN)10 repeat encoding for polyalanine in the poly(A) binding protein nuclear 1 (PABPN1) gene
to (GCN)12–17 repeats. The (GCN)11/Ala11 allele has so far been described to be either a polymorphism or a recessive allele
with no effect on the phenotype in the heterozygous state. Here we report the clinical and histopathological phenotype of a
patient carrying a single (GCN)11/Ala11 heterozygous allele and presenting an atypical form of OPMD with dysphagia and late
and mild oculomotor symptoms. Intranuclear inclusions were observed in his muscle biopsy. This suggests a dominant mode of
expression of the (GCN)11/Ala11 allele associated with a partial penetrance of OPMD.
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INTRODUCTION
Oculopharyngeal muscular dystrophy (OPMD)
(MIM #164300) is an autosomal dominant inherited
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muscular dystrophy. It was first described in a FrenchCanadian family in 1915 [1] and referenced as OPMD
in 1962 [2]. The clinical onset is usually in the
fifth or sixth decade of life and OPMD patients are
characterized by ptosis and dysphagia with a slow
progressive course [3, 4]. In later stages of the disease other skeletal muscle symptoms can occur such
as proximal weakness and atrophy of limb-girdle
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muscles [5–7], impairment of eye movements,
diplopia and nasal voice [8]. Homozygous patients
show an earlier onset of clinical symptoms and
cognitive decline can be observed [9–12]. OPMD
has a world-wide distribution, in Europe, the estimated prevalence is 1:100 000 and the largest OPMD
cluster is in the French-Canadian population, where
the estimated prevalence is 1:1000 [13]. OPMD is
usually transmitted as an autosomal dominant trait
with complete penetrance. In 1998, the locus was
mapped to the polyadenylate-binding protein nuclear
1 gene (PABPN1) on chromosome 14q11.2–q13 [14].
The normal PABPN1 gene (NG 008239) has at the
5’end of the first exon, a (GCN)10 repeat encoding a polyalanine (polyA) stretch, while in OPMD
patients this repeat is expanded to (GCN)12–17. In
contrast with most triplet repeat expansion diseases,
OPMD represents one of the few diseases caused
by a very short and meiotically stable trinucleotiderepeat expansion which does not increase in mutation
size from generation to generation [14]. The mutated
expanded PABPN1 proteins accumulate as insoluble tubulofilamentous intranuclear inclusions (INIs)
in muscles of OPMD patients. These INIs are the
hallmark of this disease [15]. Despite several studies on the distribution of PABPN1 alleles in large
cohorts [4, 16–19], no clear correlation has been
made between the size of the expansion and the
severity of the phenotype. Patients homozygote for
the (GCN)11 allele have been described and this
has been shown to lead to an autosomal recessive
form of OPMD [10]. This (GCN)11 allele in the
PABPN1 gene has a 1%–2% prevalence in North America, Europe, and Japan [8]. It has been described
to have no effect on phenotype in the heterozygous
state, nevertheless, in compound heterozygous patients
carrying one expanded (GCN)12–17 allele and one
(GCN)11 allele, (GCN)11 acts as a modifier resulting in a more severe phenotype [14, 20]. The only
two genetically proven recessive OPMD cases to
date were homozygous carriers with two (GCN)11
PABPN1 alleles [21]. Here we describe a clinical,
morphological and genetic analysis of a patient heterozygous carrier of the (GCN)10/(GCN)11 genotype
in PABPN1.

ing was carried out on transverse serial cryosections
of muscles (5 m). For the assessment of tissue
morphology and visualization of connective tissue,
muscle sections were stained with hematoxylin and
eosin for light microscopic examination. Changes in
fiber architecture and structural abnormalities were
assessed by Gomori trichrome staining.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The patient is a man born in 1919 who suffered
from dysphagia since 60 years of age. There was no
known family history of OPMD, his parent’s died at
67 and 83 years of age with no apparent symptoms
and he had three older sisters (status unknown). He
was able to play football and tennis until 67 years

Muscle histology
Muscle biopsies were mounted on gum tragacanth
and snap frozen in liquid N2-cooled isopentane. Stain-

Electron microscopy
Muscle biopsies were fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde+2% glutaraldehyde diluted in 0.1 mol/L phosphate buffer, pH 7.4. After 2% OsO4 postfixation, they
were gradually dehydrated in acetone and embedded
in Epon resin (EMS, Fort Washington, PA). Ultrathin
sections were stained with uranyl and lead citrate and
examined with a Philips CM120 electron microscope
connected to an SIS Morada digital camera.
PABPN1 inclusions detection
Immunostaining were performed on 5-m-thick
cryostat muscle sections fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde. For immunodetection of PABPN1 inclusions,
sections were preincubated in 1 mol/L KCl solution
for 1 hour to remove soluble proteins before incubation with rabbit polyclonal anti-PABPN1 (EP2000Y,
Euromedex, France) and anti-dystrophin antibody
(NCL-Dys1, Novocastra). Sections were further incubated with appropriate secondary antibodies and
stained with Hoechst (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO)
to visualize nuclei.
Image acquisition and analysis
Images were visualized using an Olympus BX60
microscope (Olympus Optical, Hamburg, Germany),
digitized using a CCD camera (Photometrics CoolSNAP fx; Roper Scientific, Tucson, AZ), and analyzed
using MetaView image analysis system (Universal
Imaging, Downingtown, PA), MetaMorph imaging
system (Roper Scientific) software, and ImageJ 1.44o
(http://imagej.nih.gov/ij).
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Fig. 1. A. Electronic microscopy of the quadriceps muscle biopsy showing a central lighter area (see also inset box) with typical tubulofilamentous inclusions in a nucleus. Magnification x50 000. Scale bars 0.1m. B. Gomori Trichrome staining revealing the presence of rimmed
vacuoles (arrow). Bar scale = 50 m. C. Hematoxylin and eosin staining showing endomysial connective tissue (asterisk) and internally localised
nuclei (around 10%, arrows) and no sign of abnormalities. Bar scale = 50 m. D and D’. PABPN1 immunostaining following KCl treatment on
the sternocleidomastoid muscle biopsy revealing PABPN1 intranuclear inclusions (arrow, see also inset box). Blue, nuclei counterstained with
Hoechst; green, PABPN1; red, Dystrophin). The percentage of intranuclear inclusions was 6.9% counted on 463 nuclei of the muscle biopsy.
Bar scale = 50 m.

of age. His first medical visit at 67 years was motivated by progressive mild dysphagia including slow
swallowing, rare choking events, and regurgitation.
Examination revealed no ptosis of the eyelid, no limitation in eye movements, and a discrete weakening of
the voice. At 74 years of age, the dysphagia rapidly
increased and a pneumopathy was reported two years
later. Deterioration of swallowing was confirmed by
videofibroscopy showing reduced pharyngeal propulsion and choking. First complains of some muscle
weakness in the limbs was reported at the same age.
The main result of electromyography was a clearly diffuse myogenic pattern. A very mild decrease of sensory
potentials amplitudes evidenced in distal lower limbs,
with no clinical sensory defect, was considered, in an
80 years old patient, as a possible minimal old age
related neuropathy. Diabetes, dysthyroidis, dysglobulinemia, Gougerot Sjögren syndrome (normal salivary
gland biopsy) were ruled out. At 80 years of age, the
patient underwent a cricopharyngeal myotomia with

impressive improvement of dysphagia and weight gain.
At that time, there was no ptosis but a mild limitation
of upper gaze with minimal diplopia. A mild weakness of psoas and flexors of the neck and the trunk
was also found. At that age, a scanner of limbs was
normal despite the patient complained of weakness.
At 83 years of age, dysphagia reappeared and progressively worsened with daily choking but without
weight loss. Axial and proximal lower limb weakness
was evident: standing up from squatting was impossible, rising from a chair required help and sitting from a
lying position was impossible. Except for mild biceps
and finger interosseous muscle weakness, upper limbs
were spared. A mild left ptosis of the eyelid and nasal
voice were evidenced. CT scan of lower limbs showed
a hypodense aspect of glutei, posterior thigh and leg
compartment muscles. Biological tests were normal
excepted for CK levels which were slightly elevated
(340 UI/l). The patient died at age 84 due to severe
pneumopathy consecutive to swallowing impairment.
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Fig. 2. Electrophoregram of a partial sequence of exon 1 showing the expansion of a triplet (GCN). A simple schematic indicates the single
GCG expansion in the mutated allele in the patient (surrounded text and black arrow). The absence of any other mutation that could explain the
phenotype has been confirmed by full sequencing of the whole PABPN1 gene (data not shown).

Some weeks before, he had refused a proposition of
per-endoscopic gastrostomy.
Morphological investigations of the skeletal muscle
biopsy were performed as classically described [15].
Electron microscopy analysis on the quadriceps muscle biopsy at 68 years of age revealed that several
muscle fibres contained myonuclei with well limited
clear areas without chromatin. Inside these areas we
observed many inclusions consisting of tubular filaments. Often these tubular filaments with 7-8 nm outer
diameter were converging to form structures resembling the characteristic palisades initially described
[15] (Fig. 1A). Frozen sections of a sternocleidomastoid muscle biopsy at 80 years of age showed a high
variability in fibre size with many internalised myonuclei and endomysial connective tissue, and a few fibers
with rimmed vacuoles (Fig. 1B-C). The presence of
KCl-insoluble PABPN1 intranuclear inclusions was
observed by immunofluorescent staining [22] in 6%
of myonuclei (Fig. 1D-D’).
Genotyping was performed on DNA extracted from
a blood sample after the informed written consent
had been signed according to the French legislation.
The sequence of exon 1 containing the GCN repeat
sequence in the PABPN1 gene was amplified by PCR

as described by Brais et al. [14] and allele sizing was
done using Genescan software. The patient was found
to be heterozygous for an allele of 246 base pairs corresponding to 10 (GCN) repeats and an allele of 249
base pairs corresponding to 11 (GCN) repeats (Fig. 2).
In addition, the complete sequencing of the PABPN1
sequence was performed and confirmed that no additional mutation were identified.
DISCUSSION
The expanded (GCN)11/Ala11 allele in PABPN1
gene was first described as a polymorphism [4], then
a recessive allele acting only in the homozygote state
[20, 21, 23] and also a disease modifying allele causing a more severe phenotype when associated with
another expanded allele [14]. In the French-Canadian
population, the (GCN)11 allele was reported to have
a background frequency of 2%. In 2007, Hebbar et al.
[21] described two siblings affected with a late onset
form of OPMD and homozygous for the (GCN)11
allele as a recessive case of OPMD. However, the
strong family history of ptosis in the mother, aunt and
cousins, might be rather in favour of a dominant familial form.
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In this report, we describe a case found to carry a
(GCN)11 PABPN1 recessive mutation with a potential
dominant phenotype. The Ala11 expansion was known
to be recessive. We cannot argue if it is a de novo mutation. The patient’s parents are deceased with no clinical
information available. The patient presents an atypical
and confusing clinical form of OPMD, including progressive dysphagia, which persists until 80 years of
age, minimal and very late oculomotor involvement
and no known family history of OPMD. The muscle
biopsy showed PABPN1 intranuclear inclusions. This
strongly suggests that, the allele with eleven repeats
act as a dominant allele because it is associated with
the classical clinical and pathological expression of
OPMD. This is to our knowledge the only case to
date to be described of (GCN)11 carrier with associated symptoms. The minimal and late onset ptosis
observed, which is one of the commonest first symptoms, could explain that heterozygous patients carrying
a (GCN)11 allele associated with the normal (GCN)10
allele are probably under or misdiagnosed, in a context where in some countries OPMD is still nowadays
under-diagnosed [24–26] with a high variability in
symptoms worldwide [5–7]. The under-representation
of (GCN)11 at the heterozygous status is also supported by the fact that cohort studies described several
(GCN)11/(GCN)11 homozygous patients but no heterozygous (GCN)10/(GCN)11 genotypes [4, 14, 15,
17, 18]. This study highlights the importance of an
OPMD diagnosis when one is faced by an atypical
clinical presentation and confirms that the presence of
PABPN1 inclusions are still a major histopathological marker for OPMD. Such a clinical pattern requires
an adapted strategy consisting in first, a genotyping
test for PABPN1 expansion [27] and second, a muscle biopsy including electron microscopy for detecting
specific tubulofilamentary inclusions and/or immunostaining for PAPBN1 inclusions [22]. There are still
important unanswered questions in OPMD that remain
to be elucidated [27]. We hope that this report will
help to increase our understanding of the correlations
between the phenotype and the genotype in OPMD,
and will allow a better genetic counselling in families with a more accurate detection of late onset and
atypical forms of the disease.
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